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1. Overview of the Proposal

- Need for the proposal
- Commercial approach
- Laws not affected
Examples of Laws Not Affected

- Intellectual Property Law
- Competition Law
- Consumer Protection Law
- Secured Transactions Law
- Employment Law
- Public Safety or National Security
- *Ordre Public*
2. IP Contract Formation

- Special IP Contract formation rules?
- What formalities are necessary?
3. IP Contract Interpretation

- Special IP contract interpretation rules?
- Specific terms with special meaning?
4. IP Contact Implied Terms

- What is the duration if unspecified?
- What is the geographic scope if unspecified?
- Is the IP contract interest transferrable?
- What about payment of royalties?
5. IP Contact Performance Terms

- What are the performance obligations?
- What about representations and warranties?
- What about IP specific issues?
- What about conflicting transfers?
6. Breach and Remedies

- What constitutes a breach?
- What are the remedies for breach?
7. Implementation

- Choice of Law
- Contract negotiation
Conclusion

- Need for a project
- Future work